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TOGETHER AND APART:
CATHOLIC HOSPITALS IN PLURAL GOAl
Cristiana Bastos
THE ROYAL HOSPITAL OF GOA AND ITS WONDERS

the wonders and evils of the exotic
in the Voyage
de l,aval to the East Indies (1601-16,,), the
Hospital of Goa
stands in magnificence and grandeur. After a
journey through the
the French traveller Fran<;:ois Pyrard arrived in Goa in 1608 fecl
ill. Together with some of his shipmates, he was taken to the Hoyal
Hospital. [ts grandeur mesmerized them: "We could hardly believe that
this was a hospital, when seeing it from the outside, as it looked like <l
palace, except for the inSCription lIospital do Rey Nosso Senhor."2
quantity and "quality" of the people (gens de qualite) who looked
for the hospital services impressed Pyrard, for many of them had arrived
in palanqUins, a means of transportation typically used by the rich and
influential.
travel memories contain many laudatory remarks about the
and functions of the hosvitaL The stone stairwell was
to an upper floor
in
There were also times when
such as when the caravels arrived filled with
up at sea
from all kinds of ailments
and on
from scurvy to assorted fevers and stomach disorders. On

This article results from the research project };ml)ire, centers
(FCT PTDC/HCT/72143/zoo6) 8nd benefits
earlier research
WIlUllULeu within the scope of the project Medicinu C%llial, Hs/rulurus do
Poscoloniuis em Portill/"es (POCI1/4107S/ANT/zOOl), bOlh funded
CWnda e Tecnologia and hosted by the Institute of Social Sciences,
I would like to mention a special acknowledgement to the warm
librarians o.f Arquivo. llislolico Ultramarino, in Lisbon, Socicdade
Bihlioteca Nacional de Portugal, particularly to Jo.ao Zink, and the Public
Goa, specially to Lourdes Bravo da Costa. Warm thanks to the careful
comments of Fabrizio Speziale, editor of this volume.
Pyrard 1998, VoL 2, p. 524.
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those occasions, the
up to 3,000 at once. 3 When
Pyrard was
he estimated that the occuDation was of 1,500
patien ts. 4
Those numbers are extraordinary when compared to
hospitals
occupancy, rarely over a thousand beds, and to the main hospital of Lisbon
at that time (Todos os Santos), which had capacity for a few hundred
or, in the most generous speculations, up to a thousand. 5 We should also
note that only about 1,500 Portuguese and their descendants lived then in
the city of Goa, out of a total of 75,000 people (about 20,000 Hindus and
5 0 ,000 local
Clearly, the hospital served more than the local
and as we shall see, not the local
furniture and decorations were described in detail
catres, hospital beds/stretchers) were finished in
or in
or multi-colour polish. Beds were made with fresh
which was
mats and linen on the arrival of new patients. The
every three days, consisted of cotton sheets, cotton-filled
mats and covers in cotton and in silk that were decorated with assorted
figures and colors. Everything was a true wonder.
The services provided there were also depicted as remarkable: on arrival
a barber shaved the patients thoroughly; a servant washed them with
warm water, and gave them appropriate clothing and room equipment,
including a clay
a chamber pot, and a handkerchief. When
would I!et a cham'e of clothes suitable [or life outside. The
needs were
the
among whom the
upper echelons were
and the subordinates were "Brahmins or
Christian Goa Canarins.

as "the most beautiful in the world", not
and annexes, for it~
nrnvided to the
needs and demands, but also
and remedies used for the recovery of health [...]
support provided at any time and moment."8
Even more interesting for our purposes arc his descriptions of the inter·
nal organization of the hospital. The head was a Jesuit priest, who super
vised a number of Portuguese officers. Servers and slaves were Christian
Indians. The officers had different tasks, as in a big monastery; they read
ily reprehended the patients who did not abide by the rules. The servers,
would not dare to do so. The slaves did the menialjobs oflaun
and washing, scrubbing the floors,
the chamber pots and
the latrines, for which Pyrard used the term "secret
there were visits from the nlwdd~
The
and surgeons lived outside. lO
soldiers from Portugal or from other
The
were almost
that should be emphasized----at that time,
Christian nations. This is a
these were services for Europeans only, and only for certain Europeans.
Women and non-Christian men were not allowed in the Royal Hospital.
Native Christian men could enter the premises as secondary staff: they
could serve there, but not be served. For treatment, noted Pyrard, they
had to seek support in the other hospital that existed in the city, one that
had a
building for women. ll
In sum, to he taken in as a
of the
llU~VWH one had to be
status male and a Christian of old stock.
and recent converts
had to pass for old-Christian
in order to be
attended there. On Pyrard's account, "it was for
and endowed
soldiers that those hospitals were established in India."12
Non-medical amenities were abundant for the few who could use the
place. Water was brought from Banguenim and given to the patients with
no restrictions. Incense and other aromatic scents were brought by the

Pynml 1998, Vol. 2, p. 534,
Pyrard 1998, Vol. 2, p. 52 7.
5 Although it is hard to estimate the number of beds, we know that 1111672 there were
fourteen wards in the All Saints Hospital of Lisbon. Four of them were for people with
fevers (three for men aod one for women) and then a pair of each (male/female) for the
wounded, for tbe bcd-ridden, tbe ill, the alienated, the convalescent, Santos 1925, p. 54.
G Pea rSOll 2001,
404.
7 Pyrard 1998,
524-525. The term "Canarins" was
used
ailS to refer to the
a derogatory manner. Sometimes it was used
local Christians, other times for the Hindus, also referred as "Gentios",
to "Heathen" or, to keep the tone, "Gentile". Goa scholars have
rim" should not be
ada, or Kamata), the
been
used
of Goa .. who, in tum,
would better see thptnSf>lvf'S
distinctlon that is used
pp. 197'198.
3
4
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1998, Vol. 2. pp.
1998. VoL 2, p.
1998, Vol. 2, pp. 526'527.
1998. VoL 2, p. 527. We shall
further on that there were several other hos
pitals, and their names and number varied along the years.
Pyrard 1998, Vol. 2, p. 535.
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servers who followed the physicians in their visits)3 Food was rich and
meals consisted of a whole roasted or boiled chicken
or half a hen-and rice from Surat or Cambay boiled in milk, with
for dessert; supper included a mutton or chicken soup. Outside visitors
could bring food to the patients, if compatible with their prescribed diets,
and could share their meals in the hospital. Small bread rolls were one of
the most popular items they brought in l4 Wine-contrary to what hapin Iberia at the time-was rare and by prescription onlv. Meals
were served in Chinese
Different diseases were lodged in different rooms. lo The most recurrent
illnesses were the f(~vers, the dysenteries and the venereal diseases that,
to Pyrard, were rampant in Portuguese India while non-existent
elsewhere in the subcontinent,l7 In his estimation, about 1,500 dead bod
ies left the hospital per year, and "an infinite number" entered. Occupa
tion varied from a minimum of 300-400 to a maximum of over
Pyrard was hosted in a brand new hospital. It had not always looked
like that-if it ever did --- nor would it remain as he described~- if it ever
was. Linschoten, who stayed in town from
to 1588, refers to a Sprital
d'el-rey (Royal Hospital), on the grounds of Santa CatarinalLmarked as
nO 15 in the map reproduced in Figure I-but there is no mention of the
with which Pyrard depicts it. In a recent academic work
about the old hospital, Victor F. Silva estimates its caDacity in a few hun
dred beds, based on the recorded expenses. 2
The hospital had evolved from a mere row of houses build right after
the conquest of Goa by the troops of Albuquerque in ISlo. The
setting was meant to be a place where soldiers could restore their health
at the expenses of the state and with the assistance of "a nurse, drugs,
potions and other needed supplies."21 As an accommodation for 0"''''''.""
the hospital keDt some of the elements of the camDai01 barracks: flex~
expansion, and contraction. The
stretchers could easily be
turned into beds in order to receive,
of sick soldiers;

CATHOLIC HOSPITALS IN PLCRAL GOA
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the headqualters could be expanded with the construction of annexes.
Apparen11y, it was reformed already in
In 1524 people would use
any lousy excuse, like wounds achieved in street quarrels, or no thin!! at
within the
all, jwt to get the free amenities
The construction or renovation that Pyrard came across had reportedly
been funded by the revenues of a commercial joumey from China in the
early 17th century. At the time, the hospital was directly sponsored by the
of Portugal and had the SUppOlt of the viceroy, of other powerful
lords and the archbishop. All of them gave money to the endowment of
the hospitaP4 Even if for only a brief period, the hospital was a locus of
pomp and grandeur, a good match for the city of Goa, remembered as "the
Rome of the Orient"
Yet, while the churcbes of old city of Goa-now known as Old Goa,
as opposed to Goa, the state and fonner colony, and Nova Goa, another
name for Pangim when it became the capital in 1841--are in vely good
condition today and receive many thousands of Christian pilgrims and
tourists every year, there is little left of the grand building of the hospi
figure 2) that is sometimes
tal visited by Pyrard. There is an image
mistakenly used to refer to old Goa Royal Hospital, but in fact it refers to
a palace
da P6lvora) where the Royal Hospital was temporarily re
located towards the end of the eighteenth century, in Panelim, a few miles
west of the city of Goa. It is a magnificent, whitewashed palace
backdrop of lush green, with the legend "Hospital Real Militar."25
We do not know for sure what the grand hospital looked like: all we can
find now in the Sc Catherine shore in Old Goa are the remains of some
of its walls, covered with ivy and overgrown 'With grass and coconut trees,
surrounded by harking dogs, buzzing insects and silent
We can
wonder where did all its riches (and walls) go, and we will attemnt to
answer the auestion further on in the text
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BEYOND THE ROYAL HOSPITAL

1680. The actual merging only took place in 1706, when the official name
became Hospital de Todos os Santos e de Kossa Senhora da Piedade
of All Saints and of Our Lady of
The proliferation of hospitals for local Christians shows the importance
of medical assistance in the process of bringing the local population into
the Catholic Church. In her analysis of 16th century Goa triad
charities-Catholicism, Angela Barreto Xavier notes that this happened not
only in the
where several Catholic hospitals catered for the poor as
a means to expand conversion and guarantee the assistance to the COD
verted, but also in the less studied hinterland ofSalcete and Bardez, where
medical and spiritual assistance went hand-in-hand in the conquest of
native bodies and souls. 32 The role of the Jesuits~who also run
in Cochin, Punnaikayal and Hormuz-in the process of assisting ailing
bodies and rescuing the natives' souls in Asia at the time is analyzed by
works. 33
proVided care for the ailments and wounds ofthe bodIes, cap
tured the souls, and supported those in need. Ferreira Martins writes that
people who were not sick tried to get into the M.isericordiajust for the free
room and board. 34 The Royal Hospital provided more than mere food and
shelter: it gave luxury and grandeur to those who saw themselves dispos
sessed from the goods and positions they might have previously held. J5
They could find a place to live without
face in a society like Goa,
known for vanity and opulence, even if fake---where, for instance, low
rank soldiers would make a five or six person group subscription of status
symbols snch as an umbrella, a servant or a vdvet outfit, that they used
in turns, one at the time, to exhibit a wealth and status they did not own. 36
The splendor and immellSity of the Royal Hospital should thus be seen
less a sign of its importance as a healing institution, but a direct effect
of the other social purposes it also served: on the one hand,
the
of those who ordered it the king, the crown, the state-and,
on the other hand, providing high-quality room and board, at the expense
of the state and donors, to the Portuguese officers and soldiers who could

The RoyaJ
was not the only one in town. There were a few char
ity-based hospitals that competed with the local practitioners in
health care. They also worked towards the conversion of the patients,
and catered to a wide number of people. While the Hoyal Hospital hosted
only the military and the gentry of the male European kind, who often
were not at all sick, the other hospitals cared for women,
the poor, lepers, the pariahs and the lower status groups in general. Their
number is uncertain today; they are depicted either for their function
leprosy) or for the pious names ofTodos os Santos, Piedade,
or
City
Father Saldanha's Historia de Goa
and Ferreira Martins' Hist6ria
da Misericordia de Goa (1912)
us in sorting some facts and dates. Sal
clanha refers to the hospital or Saint Lazarus as a beautiful building that
was j()Unded in 1530-31 to treat leprosy but accommodated many other
poor people as well-including S. Francis Xavier. 2s In 1551 another
tal for the poor was founded by priest Paulo CameTte in the annexes of
the S. Paul's church, and was later transferred to Margao and from there
to Hachol. 29 The most famous non-military hospital at the time in Goa was
that ofTodos os Santos (All Saints), founded in 1547; in 1681 it annexed
another hospital, the one of Piedade (Piety). Still according to Saldanha,
those two
into what became known as the Hospital of the Poor,
run by the Misericordia, or the order of Mercy. This helps to explain the
indistinct references to hospital of Misericordia, of the Poor, of
All Saints, or
According to Martins, the Hospital of Piedade had been supported
the city, thus the frequent reference to as City hospital (da cidade), while
the hospital of Todos os Santos had been supported by the Misericor
dia, thus the unofficial name of Hospital da Misericordia. This was also
known as hospital "dos pobres" (of the poor), or
da terra"
for it treated the poor and the local people. The official name of Todos os
Santos came in 1590 with Fr. Aleixo Meneses. Still according to Martins,
there were attemnts to merge this hospital with the

31
32

See Gracias J994, pp. 118-136, and Pearson 2001, pp. 405-408 The latter suggests that
the comDlete list is still to be established.

'9

19 26 , p. 19l.
Saldanha 19 z6, p_
Saldan ha 1926, p.

Martins 1912, pp.
Xavier 2007, pp.
to the usual

An emphasis on the nmil settings of Goa, as
attention to the maritime commerce, is also given

1979·
34
3';

141

1999,200S.
Martins 1912, p. 340 •
Martins 191.2, pp.
293
Martins 1912; see
1997, ilnd Abreu 2001.
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no longer support themselves in the colony. Along those lines, we could
suggest that the hospital was a device to prevent downward mobility and
social disgrace among the Portuguese passing by, or stationed for a while.
That-more than the development of medicine in Goa-should explain
the size, luxury and splendor of the Royal Hospital of Goa. 37

bunch of shameless deceivers, forgers, envious cowards and other terrible
things. 39 The Jesuits who ran the hospital were no better, and their greed
was the cause of much evil. Patients under their care were more likely to
die than to survive, as the priests were after their goods and belongings
and would auction them, purchase them for next to nothing and re-sell
them at a big profit soon after. 40 The five-star reception on arrival experi
enced by Pyrard was now reported as dreadful by Manucci. The soldiers
might well expect to be treated by charitable Jesuits in the hospital, only
to find, to their disappointment, that they were to deal with greedy "Cana
rese or Topasses [native or half caste Christians), who frequently demand
payment for even the water they [the patients) require."41 Patients with
out the means for bribery had to do without the water and food they
were entitled to; on top of that, says Manucci, they were treated as if they
had chosen to disobey their dietary prescriptions. As a punishment, the
deprived patients were put in one of the damp underground cells and,
quite likely, died in just a few days. Manucci estimates that only 1/8 of
those who got into the hospital would get out alive 42 In the time he was
there, about 25 dead bodies were brought out of the hospital every day,
which makes the estimate six times bigger than that of Pyrard.
Manucci had his reasons to be angry. He had been himself confronted
by the authorities and put in prison, on the grounds of practicing medi
cine without a license. Many of his complaints were about the monopoli
zation of healing by the head physicians; he illustrates his points with the
tale of a woman who had cured a friar's pains and swollen testicles and,
instead of being rewarded, was put in prison.43 Another story was about
a Hindu healer who knew the cure for scrofula; he was jailed as a means
to force him to give away his secret-but he preferred to die rather than
give it to the Portuguese. 44

SPLENDOR AND FALL REV1SED

With room for 3,000 patients, lacquered beds with fine linen and soft pil
lows, great food in awesome china, unlimited drinking water and aromatic
incenses, the hospital thus portrayed seems more of a legend than a real
ity. Was Pyrard's description affected by the vapors of the French tavern
where, by the fireplace, he told his stories to the scribes who wrote down
his travel memoirs? Or, to adopt contemporary canons of interpretation,
was the story framed along the lines of the "Golden Goa" mythology, the
proto-orientalist tale of a city of unbeatable splendor that once fell from
grace?
One thing we know: if the Royal Hospital ever was the wonder depicted
by Franc;:ois Pyrard, it was so only for a relatively short period of time;
its decline came rapidly, as the depictions provided by international visi
tors a few decades later report a different reality. In his analysis of state
medicine in Goa, Pearson quotes the description of the hospital expressed
by Jean-Baptiste Tavernier and Francesco Gemelli Careri, both from the
second half of the seventeenth century. Tavernier claimed that since his
first visit the quality of services had declined dramatically, and that "many
Europeans who enter it do not leave it save to be carried to the tomb";
some patients suffered terribly from thirst, cried out for help, and begged
for a little water to drink, only to find avaricious servers-here Tavernier
shows his prejudice against the staff of "blacks and Mestifs"-who would
"not give a drop without receiving something, that is to say, unless some
money is placed in their hands, and to give color to this wickedness they
give it only in secret, saying that the physician forbids it."38
Nicolo Manucci, who was in Goajust a few years after Tavernier, made
very critical remarks about almost anything he came across. The Portu
guese, once pious, honest and fearless, had turned, in his words, into a

37

Isabel dos Guimaracs Sa shows a parallel ease with the Miseric6rdias in the East,

Sa 1997·
38

Pearson 2001, p. 415.

Reading through Manucci's and Tavernier's narratives of decline
which represent the perspective of European travelers-we can envisage
that the balance of power between groups within the walls of the hos
pital was going under a profound change. Tavernier depicts the services

Manueei Ig07, Vol. 3, pp. '33-134.
40 Manueci '907, VoL 3, p. 283.
41 Manucci '907, Vol. 3, p. 283. Referring to L. F. Thomaz' assertion of Topasses bicultur
alism, Sanjay Subrahmanyam analyzes their role in society, Snbrahmanyam 200g, p. 435·
42 Manucci '907, VoL 3, p. 279.
43 Manueei Ig07, VoL 3, pp. 135-136.
44 Manueei 1907, VoL 3. p. 136.
39
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as lousv: we can add that the hospital was no longer orgamzed around
and that the first-class services report
a few decades earlier, or to Taver
nier himself a few years in
were no longer available to European
travelers of old Christian stock. Or, in other words, the hospital had ceased
to be a European enclave in the tropics; it did not cater solely to Europe
ans nor was it run by
alone. An important part of the staff was
indigenous, up to the higher ranks. Recent historians report the existence
of "black" head physicians in the seventeenth century.45
Whether the Royal Hospital went into shambles and became a
ground [or the greedy, as Manueci suggests, or evolved, silently, as the site
where a hybrid medicine
as historian Timothy Walker proposes,
or was both of them at once, remains a subject for more research. What
we know is that the hospital went through profound transformations and
that Goa diminished its
within the scope of the
routes and actions. It is
imperial and commercial
the end of the s('~venteenth century the hosDital was very different from
then'?
its earlier version. What was it
We can attempt to answer that
some of the
evidence used in the narratives about
a widely quoted
memo written
the Portuguese Counselor in India
Christovam Sousa Coutinho to his
has been interpreted by his
torians of medicine in Goa as the founding moment for the esta blishment
of the teaching of
medicine. The governor commented on the
lack of Dhvsicians and asked the
to send over a couple of teachers
who were talented for medicine. The answer
the way to the foundation of a local medi
is the master narrative of the Medical School
of Goa:17

My suggestion is to reverse that foundational narrative: where the pro·
Portuguese authors see the prominence of the colonizers, we can see, pre
cisely, their absence and lack of control rCQ'ardirHI the
The Portuguese staff had diminished
Christian native staff that had
cians was now in charge of much of the action.
As for the actual building where this action took
we still know
2, with the legend
little. We know it was not the palace portrayed in
Real Militar." That was the Cas a da P6lvora
named due to
located in Panelim where
Lo a gunpowCler tactory), a
the hospi':al was
the governor resided until 1759 and to where,
a time wt,en the
re-located. That relocation
fevers, was itself under the process of
"48 The location of the future capital of the
relocation to "healthier
state was
to be decided.
vVe know that in 1759 the Jesuits who had been running the hospital
eAICJIL:tI<;U from Goa, and that the bUilding was considered as tn very
bad
in risk of collapsing. Under those circumstances, and
because the governor moved his own headquarters to Pangirn, further
west, the
of Casa da P6lvora in Panelim became a candidate for
the hospital. It had a few annexes that accommodated
of soldiers.49
The architect Francisco Tosi Colombina was given the task of
the conversion of the Casa da P6lvora into a hospital. lie
his
objections about taking care of the sick next to a gunpowder factorY and
suggested that building a new hospital from scratch in
a better and cheaper solution. He also suggested several other jJO~"lIJle
accommodations for the temporary hospital and referred to the Colof S. Roque as a viable one, at no cost. Nonetheless. and referrinl! to

Pearson 1996, :l00l; Walker 200!.
Walker 2001.
47 See Correia 1947, pp. 55-56;
1960, p. 74; for a
200Z, zoos. A few other stre81llS
contribute to a picture
medicine: the efforts to promote the
medicine
centuries of Portuguese colonization, either
de Orta
its; the acknowledg'm~nt of the notoriety of Goan physicians outside
either as scientists in
like
Vicente
specialists in Portugal, like
Caetano cia
the surgeon and obstetrician
many Goans as the workf()!'Cc in the colonial
Bastos 2001, 2()05, 200'/a, For the persistence
45

46
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Dr. Nadkumar Kamat to Mr Colao)
Kamat, N., "Goa's Pathetich Pllblic
http://www.colaco.net/1/nanduGoa·sl.athetic?

in the hospitaL Gracias sllggests
of Casa da Polvora came from the recommendation
1994, p. 126. Although Germano Correia holds to the
airs of Goa would necessarily lead to decay and hence to
to healthier places, he also accoun 1:5 for a
m'Jtive';~-tclo much ambition, rivalries, envy, competition, see Correia 1941
Saldanha 1926, and Co]ombina 1759.
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himself as a "poor architect", meaning with it that he could work with
small budgets, he used his best skills to draw a map viHh the minimal and
less expensive adaptations possible in the Casa da P6lvora. 50
Colombina's plan allowed for the accommodation of four hundred
and eighty people, and costs would be limited to about 30-40 thousand
xerafins, as the stones, woods, doors, windows, tiles and other materials
about 50 thousand xerafins) would be brought from the ruined
He planned separate rooms for the pharmacy, for the dif
ferent services, and appropriate infirmaries for the "frenetic insane", for
the "galicados" (syphilitic), for the sick, for the wounded and for the con
valescents. 51
There are strong indications that even the minimalist plans of Colom
bina were not followed in full, and not immediately. According to Father
Saldanha, the demolishing of the old hospital occurred in ]770 and the
patients were temporarily lodged in the college of S. Hoque. 52
Whatever the Royal Hospital
have been like at the time of franPyrard, in the
seventeenth century, in one and a half centuries
it was at the verge of ruin and asking for an urgent re-l.ocation. Goa, too,
was no longer the shining star within a network of wealthy routes. The
riches were gone. The most inexpensive plan for the relocation of the hos
was chosen-it was one that counted on the recycling of the stones,
woods and tiles of the old building, and that partially explains why there
is so little left of it.
sources for that period carried
a picture of unruly chaos and
the staff appointed
the govern
ment", whom channeled to their own pockets the funds of the hospital
and indulged in gambling, the hospital had "no trained doctors· and "no
diScipline was observed". Nurses were incompetent, there was no
Patients cooked for themselves, ate freely, and walked around in dirty
clothes. Visitors brought them alcohol and often spend the night there.
Medicines coming from Europe were adulterated. This picture of
lasted until the turn of the
Yet, it was in that shifting scenario that much of the interactions
between streams of knowledge had occurred. Both Pearson and Walker
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suggest that from the early moments of Portuguese administration in
India there was some experimf'nting with drugs and remedies and some
transmission of medical knowledge that went both ways between the Por
and the local
Walker describes the Hospital as a bed
of experimentation where pharmaceutical products from the East and
West came together, producing a hybrid medicine. 55 What we should add
to their views is that those interactions did not always take
in a
of grandeur like the one depicted by Pyrard for the ear
lier
but, in later moments, in decaying buildin!ls and t"rrnv,r"
locations.
It was probably to an unruly hospital in the annexes of the Casa da
P6lvora that Ant6nio Jose Miranda e Almeida arrived in 1801. Goa had
been without a Portuguese head
for a while, and,
to
the chroniclers, much was expected from this one. He had been a lecturer
niversity of Coimbra and was in charge of
the health
services in India and
regular teaching. We know that things did
not How easily and he tried to return to Portugal from Ihe start of his time
in Goa·-a wish he was granted only in 1814. In the meantime, he
trained a few
in medicine and awarded them a certification. That
included Bernardo Peres da Silva, who became famous in the political
arena and joined the parliament in Lisbon as a representative of India. 56
The first half of the nineteenth century was for Portugal and most of
the related colonies a time of serious political unsettlem~:nt that included
Napoleonic wars, a move of the capital from Lisbon to Rio de
(1808-1820), the independence of Brazil, the civil wars in the mainland, a
new Constitution and a parliamentary
Part ofthe action in India
parties and
that related to that level of
involved
tics. Some doctors were relocated for political reasons, like the Goan Ber
nardo Peres da Silva or the Portuguese Lima Leitao, who held the post of
Head PhYSician in India
between 1819 and 1822.57
Macro politics added another dimension of dissention to the
complex micro politics within the hospital. Although we cannot draw the

picture in full, we know that the nineteenth century was a time of drastic
changes and remodeling within the health services. We also know that
we have to read through, and in spite of, some of the narratives written in
the twentieth century about those changes. As I showed in other
at the beginning of the twentieth century that Goa became
to the late imperial moment lived by the Portu
guese admll11stranon, one in which Africa was the main target.
out the nineteenth century, Goa and its hospitals were the setting for a
of local life that we can only partially
rich
In 1841, the capital of Estado da india moved to
temporarily
renamed Nova Goa, and the military hospital was relocated in the buildof the Maquinezes
formerly a part of the Jesuits' estate,
the
river Mandovi. It became known as the MiliLaJY Hospital of Nova Goa. In
1851 it was renamed the Regimental Hospital of Goa. There were other
two
hospitals in Daman, and Diu, the other territories that
composed the Estado da India.
The military hospitals of the mid nineteenth ce!ltmy were no longer
the multi·hmction establishments that in the past had
board and symbols of status to the colonizers. They were actual
with the main mission of providing treatment to the soldiers. More
to the Portuguese alone. The mili
tary
ot Nova Goa was supposed to accommodate far more than a
sIIIall group of POltuguese, and also beyond the
group of Christian
natives; it was supposed to also welcome the non-Christians who at the
army.
The society, the power relationships within it, and the
of groups and their interests had
dramatically from the setting
where the original Royal Hospital existed. Nineteenth-century Goa was no
went to look for riches and distin
where the
centuries of their presence on the sub
continent, but was a site of tensions, dissensions and misunderstandings
between different groups who had ditTerent shares of power and agency
over their own destinies. 59 As far as medical institutions show, Goan poli
tics and society were entirely different in the early seventeenth centUlY,
when the
Royal Hospital
and in the mid-nineteenth century,
when the medical school was founded. In the sixteenth and seventeenth

Pearson 1~96.
Walker 0'001.
Correia, the hospital practices had suffered too much the
this took to the ban on
like meats and
influence of indigenous
broth.s and the adoption of native remedies like the
a mix of five liquids
(milk. hutter. mrr! and the two excreta) pl'OdllCecl from the cow, see Correia 1948.
56 Gracias
54

57

5A

59

See Bastos 010073, ZOO!].
Pinto 2007; Bastos zo07 h.
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centuries, a luxury hospital catered to tl1e
and excluded the
locals (apart from the tasks of servers and
with the decline of
the role of Goa within Portuguese colonialism, the relative positions o\"
social groups changed. Local Christians
more control over material
and symbolic resources and, in the end,
the medical institutions
of the Portuguese for their own purposes and with their sui
tations.
from
in its two first decades as
tal {1~4os-50s) are
of the tensions that existed there. With
the help of those reports,
and assorted memos
from the health services of the
Estado da india. we are
in a position not only to move away from the semi-fictional genenc repre
sentations of Goan colonial hospitals and to break with the lines of conti
that Germano Correia and Pacheco de
trivialized.
The testimonies of head physician Francisco Torres, head surgeon Jose
Ant6nio de Oliveira, and head physician Eduardo de Freitas e Almeida
bring us into a reality that contrasts sharply with the oral and written tra·
dition of a generic golden past, with the glow of Pyrard's depictior:s, or the
evil plots portrayed by Manllcd; the reports of the directors bring us the
real stuff of infirmaries, pharmacies, latrines, kitchens, diseases, patients,
bodies, remedies, prices, laws, rules, regulations, order and chaos.
The Portuguese physicians in
complai [Jed about the limita
tions and malfunctioning of both hospital and medical schooL They also
provide details and comments that call for further interprelive efforts in
the relationship between medicine and colonial politics in the context of
political interactions revealed by the close analysis of the
:suggests that far from
a colony that carried out the
decisions and instructions of a metropolitan center, Goa was, then, a
political
even when the rule and
where local groups had a
administration.

Torres expressed his concern with the fact that people frolll other faiths
would not accept the care of the hospital, preferring instead to be treated
at home. GO
medicine existed amidst 11 variety of practices; physicians
had strong competitors in the curoes (healers) and herboThe colonial
did not distinguish the Ay1lrvedic
(J!aidyas) from the
folk healers. There were also the
by
barbers and midwives. In the
authorities tried zealously to maintain the
prosecute its
wteugeu that most people preferred to go
and that sometimes even the
some of the healers' secret rem
cians would go to the
and lJUnishin2: the healers
edies. 63 Moreover, those in
did not engage in the
together by the ties of
obligatiolls. 64 In sum, the
European medicine
associated forms ofknowledge does not really come across in the source~;
reality was far more
and chaotic, to the despair of some of the
directors of the health services.
Amidst such diverSity, the military hospital was one of the few bounded
enclaves that prOvided consistent European-style medical care to the sol
diers. But while the treatment followed universal principles, its delivery
was mediated by the complex rules of segregation. First of all there was
a militaty hierarchy; there were separate wards for the different ranks.
and less explicit, there were the issues of religion and
more
caste. Faced with the reluctance of the non-Chri,tian soldiers regarding
of the hospital might jeopardize their ritual
admission, as the
of separation and religious observance, the Portuguese head
Francisco Torres tried in the 18405 to Implement a
different religions and rites.
sensitive ward policy that
Francisco Maria da Silva Torres arrived in Goa in 1844 to hold the
of head uhvsician and to face a number of challenges. Upon arrival he
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY:
DIVERSITY ACKNOWLEDGED, WITH A LIMIT

While in the
the
in colonial Goa had
catered to the
Catholics or aimed to convert those who received treatment, when we get
to the mid nineteenth century a different
emerges. There were sol
diers who were not Christian and should be served by the hospital, which
had to find ways to attract them. In 1846, the head physician Francisco

nO
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Torres 1846b.
Oljveira 1853; Almeida 1854, 1856a.
Almeida 1856b, 1857.
Oliveira 1853.
Oliv€im 1853.
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He had to (wn"nl'7P
to outbreaks of cholera and
a hospital where there was medical teaching but no didactic materials
or even corpses for dissection. The
like books or scientific
was in dire need of repair. According to his
wards had no ventilation or light; the skin infirmary was in a
was
and a long way from the bath-house; the drug
in a wretched and damp place,
numerous and costly
the
pharmacy was a grubby slum; the kitchen in filthy chaos; and the so-called
bath-house was a miserable and petty place whose only entitlement to its
name was having two copper basins within its walls. 65
More interesting for our
though. were his comments on
the ways the hospital could, or could not, serve those requiring different
rebzious rites. In his perception, the "Gentiles" could not tolerate
at the hospital. Many
offended their belief,; and prac
tices_ And while at certain moments Francisco Torres indulged in elabo
on the backwardness of the natives, when it came to soldiers~who
should be in the care of the
tried to (or he was forced and
to) provide equal treatment for all the different groups. In order
to treat the "Gentiles" and "Moors", he created separate infirmaries fit to
accommodate their ritual needs. Whether this carne from his initiative,
was inspired elsewhere, or resulted from competent lobbying from the
we can onlv speculate. But it is a fact that he was able to
'''''''!It,,,,1 infirmaries under the rationale of proIn his words, he was able to

aCCUlIlIJlJ
whal "had been considered
of our domain in Asia", that is, to
to the infirmaries. As proof, he confirmed that
the infirmaries were filled up with non-Christians and that they were
quite happy with the strict care and respect tl:J[ their varied "beliefs and
races". In a memo dated 29 October 1845, after a ceremony that included
a procession and a visit by th,: governor-general to the on-going reno
vation works at the military hospital, he elaborated on the issue. 56 The
purpose of the work was to accommodate the "Gentile and Moorish sol
hospital, would
and
diers",
in spite of the existence of a
treat themselves at home rather than enter a place that could threaten
their ritual practices. Torres mentioned how he was sorry for the fact

65
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that, fe)r religious reasons. some of the patients would go home and be
left on their own without the
care that the hospital could
thus putting their health and their very existence at unnecessary
risk. For him. appropriate accommodation, cleanliness, ventilation, diet
and remedies just like in the military hospital in Lisbon--had direct
effects on the process of healing. Plus. there should be some amenities
tbat could produce peace of mind, which was vital for a thorough w .. CU"'''.c:..
for the Hindu patients, there was a room where the pavement
was mODerlv dUllIred, where they bad leaf~dishes for their
where
CU,"H".U' for their ablutions, and where
could find a nurse of
caste. Francisco Torres
was even more emphatic with one detail he considered important te)r the
n~H-L''-H'" of the patients: that he was planning to hang on the walls "the
of their idols", and that "Brama, Visnu, Seva and the Ganczes were
to help Medicine with their moral influence."67
We don't know whether those pictures were ever hung on the walls.
We know that the segregation of Christians alld non-Christiaw;
in infirmaries, toilets, kitchens. and prisoncr-inlirmaries.ti~ But (he inter
est in local customs that Torres showed so openly did not have close fol
lowers--nor did his optimism
reform. When Francisco Torres
left India in March 184Q. the head surgeon
Antonio de Oliveira took
he oroduced a report that contained
and the medical schooL
contrast in tone with the early years of Francisco Torres in India.
Oliveira complained about the lack of resources, the carelessnet;s of the
and what may be understood as widespread corruption. As for
the hospital pharmacy~about which Torres had been so enthusiastic-
Oliveira noted how it was going downhill, with no appropriate personnel,
and
demand for its services.
Besides the military hospital, where most of the reported action took
place, in the mid nineteenth century there was, just outside
another
that catered to the poor and civilians and was adminis·
tered
the Misericordia. As I mentioned
it had evolved from the
mr.rm,,,,.,- of several smaller hospitals.
to Torres, in his memo of
12 March, 1846, "If there is in Goa an establishment that is
and that fulfills the least of the purposes for which it was

(;8
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tiospJtal of the Poor, run by Santa Casa da Misericordia."69 The place was
described as worthless and a third of its patients died there-a contrast
with what he reported on other occasions for the military hospital, where,
in his
they were fortunate enough to have a very low number of
deaths.7° A few years later, Almeida commented along the lines of Torres
about the Hospital of the Poor, which, in his view, should be moved to
and placed next to the Regimental (Military) Hospital. Almeida's
argurnents added to the previous ones the fact that the students would
benefit much from the observation of a more varied kind of patient. 71

not the clear-cut picture of a colonial order idealized by historians em
both sides, hut the more realistic colors of colonial disarray.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

If the layout of the Royal Hospital of Goa in the early 16005 matched the
organization of a colonial society with small European enclaves and a
number of connections with the local groups that included using their
workforce while
them from the health care services, the devel
and transformations of the health institutions in Goa indicate
that the
changed into something entirely different from the early
colonial
When we get to the nineteenth century, the hospitals
that inherited the tradition of the
Hospital were very different from
it. No longer
for the colonizers alone, they organized the care of
the sick and provided a basis for medical teaching that did not reflect the
rationale of imperial governance. Portu.guese delegates expressed their
zzlement and sometimes impotence
which they saw as lack of order.
interests that included the learning and Llse
that did not exclude local healing knowledge.
We can see the nineteenth century military hospital as a reflection of
the colonial order, but not as the ultimate enclave of empire that followed
an idealized rationale of European dominance: here, as in the governance
of the colony, the materiality of power was one of several streams that
did not melt into a single system, whether
or plural, but co
existed in peculiar arrangements of differences and tensions. Whether we
see them as hybrid formations, half-lives, subaltern arrangements,
cal compatibilities, or institutionalized misunderstandings, they represent

69
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